Post-processing of 3D Video Extension
of H.264/AVC for a Quality Enhancement
of Synthesized View Sequences
Gun Bang, Namho Hur, and Seong-Whan Lee

Since July of 2012, the 3D video extension of H.264/AVC
has been under development to support the multi-view
video plus depth format. In 3D video applications such as
multi-view and free-view point applications, synthesized
views are generated using coded texture video and coded
depth video. Such synthesized views can be distorted by
quantization noise and inaccuracy of 3D wrapping
positions, thus it is important to improve their quality
where possible. To achieve this, the relationship among the
depth video, texture video, and synthesized view is
investigated herein. Based on this investigation, an edge
noise suppression filtering process to preserve the edges of
the depth video and a method based on a total variation
approach to maximum a posteriori probability estimates
for reducing the quantization noise of the coded texture
video. The experiment results show that the proposed
methods improve the peak signal-to-noise ratio and visual
quality of a synthesized view compared to a synthesized
view without post processing methods.
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I. Introduction
Owing to the growing need for realistic content, industries
related to stereoscopic video are rapidly developing. To provide
a more immersive experience to users, multi-view or free-view
point video applications, as well as stereoscopic video
applications, are becoming popular.
In general, the depth video is used as an aid to generate the
synthesized views to be rendered for stereoscopic, multi-view,
and free-view point applications. Since a depth video has to be
processed with a texture video to generate a synthesized view,
the video-plus-depth format is a well-known format for 3D
video representation. Furthermore, it can be extended to the
multi-view video-plus-depth (MVD) format consisting of
multiple texture video and the corresponding depth video to
provide 3D video applications such as a free-view point
application.
The Joint Collaborative Team on 3D Video Coding
Extension (JCT-3V) of both the ITU-T SG16 WP3 Video
Coding Experts Group and the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11
Moving Picture Experts Group is developing a standard for an
efficient compression of the MVD format. For compression of
the MVD format, JCT-3V has extended the existing video
codec such as H.264/AVC [1] for MVD coding, and thus the
depth video is compressed with the 3D video extension of
H.264/AVC [2] as well as the texture video. However, it should
be noted that the existing video codec is optimized to encode
multi-view video sequences to be viewed by users while the
corresponding depth video is not supposed to be viewed by
users but is used for generating the synthesized views.
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Therefore, if the 3D video extension of H.264/AVC is used to
compress a depth video, the compression artifacts on the depth
video generate distortions in the synthesized views.
To solve this problem, two kinds of approaches are generally
used: compression techniques that can efficiently encode depth
video and post-processing techniques applied to the depth
video, that is, compression and reconstruction using an existing
video coding technology.
In the first approach, new compression techniques have been
developed, including a platelet-based depth video coding
algorithm [3], silhouette-based algorithms [4], and a
modification of the existing video codec, such as object-based
coding of depth video [5], 3D-motion-estimation-based
methods [6], and a lossless-compression technique for a depth
video [7].
In the second approach, many researchers have proposed
suppressing undesirable artifacts seen on the edges of depth
videos. To smooth the depth image, a symmetric Gaussian
filter [8] and an asymmetric Gaussian Filter [9] have been
proposed. Joint bilateral filtering was used to align the depth
image with its corresponding texture image [10]. In [11], edge,
motion, and depth range information were used to improve the
depth estimation in MVD.
Most existing methods in the second approach are focused
on reducing noises on the edges, which are object boundaries
in the depth video since it is assumed that the accuracy of such
edges plays a very important role in view synthesis.
On the other hand, since a synthesized view is generated by
the texture and depth videos, the quality of the texture video
can affect the synthesized view. When the texture video is
coded using existing hybrid video coding algorithms, for
example, H.264/AVC, employing a discrete cosine transform
(DCT) and quantization methods, a quantization error always
occurs, generating artifacts, resulting from a quantization of the
DCT coefficients. To improve the quality of the coded texture
video, it is therefore important to reduce such quantization
errors.
There are two approaches to reducing a quantization error: a
spatial-domain approach and a frequency-domain approach.
For the spatial-domain approach, a deblocking filter specified
in H.264/AVC or HEVC [12], and methods utilizing a Wiener
filter [13], [14] as in, in-loop or post-filter, are used. For the
frequency-domain approach, statistically-based models of the
quantization error have been proposed as a part of different
post-processing schemes [15], [16].
In this paper, for a better understanding of the relationships
among the depth video, texture video, and synthesized view,
the most recently developed compression standard, the 3D
video extension of H.264/AVC for MVD, is investigated.
Based on this analysis, two post-processing methods; an edge
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noise suppression filtering process to preserve the edges of the
depth video, and a method based on a total variation (TV)
approach for a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for
reducing quantization noise of the coded texture video, are then
proposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, the 3D video extension of H.264/AVC for MVD is
investigated to analyze the relationship among the depth video,
texture video, and synthesized view. Sections III and IV present
the proposed post-processing method for enhancing the quality
of a synthesized view, and the experiment results, respectively.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section V.

II. Investigation of 3D Video Extension of H.264/AVC
for Multi-view Video Plus Depth
In this section, the encoder structure of the 3D-AVC Test
Model (3D-ATM), which is reference software of the 3D video
extension of H.264/AVC for MVD, and the coding order for
MVD are described. In addition, the relationships among the
depth video, texture video, and synthesized view quality are
investigated by utilizing 3D-ATM.

1. 3D-ATM Encoder Structure and Coding Order for MVD
The 3D-ATM encoder structure for the enhancement views
is shown in Fig. 1. Since 3D-ATM supports backward
compatibility to H.264/AVC, texture and depth videos of the
base view are encoded by utilizing H.264/AVC coding tools so
that they can be decoded using the H.264/AVC decoder [17].
For texture video of the enhancement view, depth-based
motion vector prediction (DMVP) and block-based view
H.264/AVC coding scheme
Texture view:T1
or
Depth view: D1

Transform/
quantization
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Entropy
coding
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Fig. 1. Encoder structure of enhancement views in 3D-ATM.
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are used for the texture video coding of the enhancement view
[18]. Since DMVP is a coding tool that utilizes information
from the depth video to encode the texture video, it can be
assumed that the high quality of the depth video, results in the
high quality of the texture video when using the depth-first
coding order.

2. Relationship among Depth Video, Texture Video, and
Synthesized View

In this subsection, the relationship among the depth video,
texture video, and synthesized view is investigated using the
3D-ATM with the depth-first coding order. Two experiments
Fig. 2. Definition and coding order of access units.
are performed. First, the relationship between the depth and
texture videos in terms of the coding performance is analyzed.
Second, the effect of the coded depth video and coded texture
Table 1. Examples of coding order for AU.
video on the synthesized view is analyzed.
Coding order
Example
Compatibility
To analyze the relationship between the depth and texture
Texture first
AVC/MVC compatible
videos in terms of coding performance, the following
T0, T1, D0, D1,…
coding order
texture views: T0, T1
experiments are performed. Four quantization parameters
Texture first
AVC/MVC compatible
T0, D0, T1, D1,…
(QPs) (26, 31, 36, and 41) are used for the texture video coding,
coding order
texture views: T0, T1
and four different QPs (41, 36, 31, and 26) for the depth video
Depth first
AVC compatible
T0, D0, D1, T1,…
coding, each of which are tested for each QP value of the
coding order
texture view: T0
texture video coding, as specified in Table 2. Except for the QP
settings, the experiments were performed under the common
test conditions of JCT-3V [19], and for the test sequences,
synthesis prediction (VSP) are employed to improve the
Kendo and Balloons, three-view coding was performed. In
coding efficiency. For depth video of the enhancement view,
addition, for a fair comparison, the full-resolution depth video
inter-view prediction, which is employed in the Multi-view
was used as an input of the encoder instead of the halfVideo Coding (MVC) extension of H.264/AVC, is used
resolution.
without introducing any new coding tool.
To better visualize the coding performance of the depth
Based on the encoder structure in 3D-ATM, there are various
video, Fig. 3(a) presents the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
types of coding order. Figure 2 shows an example of the
of the depth video for the total bitrate, which is the sum of the
coding order when there are two views. As shown in Fig. 2, an
texture video coding bitrate and depth video coding bitrate. For
access unit (AU) consists of all components associated with the
example, the PSNR of depth video increases as the total bitrate
same output time. Each view includes texture and depth videos.
increases for the texture video coded with QP 26 of Table 2.
The base view (View 0) consists of the texture video T0, and
Figure 3(b) presents the ratios of the texture and depth bitrate
the depth video D0; and the enhancement view (View 1)
to the total bitrate when the QP of the texture video coding is
consists of the texture video T1, and the depth video D1. In
26 and the QP of the depth video coding is 26, 31, 36, and 41.
addition, an AU for time n, AU(n), consists of T0(n), D0(n),
T1(n), and D1(n). In this example, the applicable coding orders
for an AU are specified in Table 1 when considering the
Table 2. QP settings of texture and depth coding.
provisioning of backward compatibility to H.264/AVC.
Texture video
Depth video
“Depth-first coding order” is defined as a decoding order, Coding order
Seq.
ID
QP
Seq.
ID
QP
whereby the depth view component is followed by the texture
T26
26
T26D
41, 36, 31, 26
view component for each enhancement view; although the
Depth first
texture view component is followed by the depth view
T31
31
T31D
41, 36, 31, 26
coding order
component in the base view. It is well known that the depth(T0, D0, D1,
T36
36
T36D
41, 36, 31, 26
T1, D2, T2)
first coding order, in comparison to the other coding orders,
T41
41
T41D
41, 36, 31, 26
provides the better coding performance. This is due to the
coding efficiency tools DMVP and block-based VSP, which
AU(n)
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Fig. 3. Experiment results regarding relationship between texture
and depth coding: (a) PSNR comparison of depth video
vs. total bitrate for four texture QPs and (b) ratios of
texture and depth bitrate to total bitrate when QP of
texture video coding is 26 and QP of depth video coding
is 26, 31, 36, and 41.

According to Fig. 3(b), the depth bitrate increases by up to
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Fig. 4. Experiment results regarding average PSNR of
synthesized views vs. total bitrate: (a) Kendo and (b)
Balloons.
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39.98% of the total bitrate when the QP value for the depth
video coding is 26. In addition, the texture bitrate marginally
decreases as the total bitrate increases. The reason for this
phenomenon is the accurate depth video coding at a high
bitrate. At a higher bitrate, since the depth video can be
encoded more accurately, the coding efficiency of the texture
video coding increases owing to DMVP and block-based VSP,
which utilize the coded depth video. In the first experiment, the
visual quality enhancement of the synthesized view could be
improved with the higher bitrate depth video in the same QP
for texture video coding.
As a second experiment for analyzing the effect of the depth
and texture videos on the synthesized view, the six synthesized
views were generated using the view synthesis reference
software (VSRS) [20] developed by JCT-3V. For the
synthesized views, the input sequences are encoded using the
QP sets in Table 2 and the average PSNR plots are shown in
Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, each solid line represents one of the four
average PSNRs of the six synthesized views, which are
generated by using the texture video with a fixed QP and the
depth video with different QPs (41, 36, 31, and 26). VS26,
VS31, VS36, and VS41 represent QPs of the texture video
coding of 26, 31, 36, and 41, respectively. According to the
experiment results, Fig. 4 shows that the PSNR of the
synthesized view is almost constant with a marginal decrease
as the QP of the depth video coding increases at a high bitrate.
For example, the PSNRs of the VS26 marginally decrease
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(a)
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Fig. 5. Example of synthesized view using coded texture video with QP 26 and coded depth video with QP 26, 41: (a) reference
synthesized view, (b) uncompressed texture and depth video, (c) texture video, QP=26 depth video, QP=26, (d) texture video,
QP=26 depth video, QP=41, (e) uncompressed depth video, (f) depth video, QP=26, and (g) depth video, QP=41.

when the QPs of the depth video coding are increased from 26
to 41. On the other hand, the PSNR of the synthesized view
increases as the QP of the texture video coding is decreased
from 41 to 26. In addition, the PSNR increment of the
synthesized view caused by decreasing the QP of the texture
video coding outperforms caused by decreasing the QP of the
depth video coding. Therefore, it can be said that the quality of
the synthesized view is almost unaffected by the QP of the
depth video coding, but is affected by the QP of the texture
video coding.
Furthermore, since the PSNR does not always reflect the
visual quality, the relationship between the visual quality of the
synthesized view and the depth video needs to be further
investigated. As a result of our experiment, Fig. 5 shows
examples of the synthesized view and the depth video.
Figure 5(a) shows the reference synthesized view generated
using uncompressed texture video and uncompressed depth
video. Figure 5(b) shows a rectangular area of the reference
synthesized view specified in Fig. 5(a). The synthesized views
of Fig 5(c) are generating using coded texture video with
QP 26 and coded depth video with QP 26 and in Fig 5(d), they
are generating using coded texture video with QP 26 and coded
depth video with QP 41. The QPs used to encode the depth
video in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) are 26 and 41, respectively.
Figures 5(e), 5(f), and 5(g), respectively show the depth video
corresponding to Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d).
According to the experiment results, it should be noted that
the visual quality of the synthesized view is affected by the
distorted edge of the depth video. If there is a severely distorted
edge in the coded depth video, as shown in Fig. 5(g), there will
be artifacts in the synthesized view, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
Based on an analysis of the experiment results, it can be
known that the quality of the texture video coding and distorted
edge of the depth video affects the synthesized view. Therefore,
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to improve the quality of the synthesized view, it is necessary to
improve the quality of the coded texture video and reduce the
edge noise of the coded depth video.

III. Proposed Post-processing Method for Enhancing
Quality of Synthesized View
In this section, based on an analysis of section II, two postprocessing methods to enhance the quality of the synthesized
view are proposed: an edge noise suppression filtering process
of the coded depth video and a method based on a TV
approach to a MAP estimate for the noise removal of the coded
textual video.

1. Edge Noise Suppression Filtering Process for Coded
Depth Video
According to the 3D video extension of H.264/AVC, the
depth video is encoded using the tools specified in H.264/AVC
without introducing any additional tool. Edge noises are
therefore caused by a conventional encoding process. In this
paper, to eliminate the edge noise of the coded depth video, an
edge noise suppression filter using the coded texture video of
the base view is proposed. The proposed method can reduce
the edge noises efficiently since the edge of the coded texture
video of the base view, is taken into account to accurately
detect the edge of the coded depth video.
In Fig. 6, a flowchart of the edge noise suppression filtering
process for the coded depth video is described. First, an edge
map for the texture video of the base view and an edge map of
the code depth video are detected. For the edge map of the
texture video, it is always detected at the position of the base
view, because it could be assumed that the coded texture of the
base view contains the edge information for the view synthesis.
ETRI Journal, Volume 36, Number 2, April 2014
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of edge noise suppression filtering process.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Effect of proposed edge noise suppression filtering
process: (a) coded depth image with QP 36 and (b)
filtered depth image in “Balloons” sequence.

Herein, the Sobel operator is used for generating the edge map
for texture and depth since it is well known for detecting the
edge noise of a depth map. Second, the detected texture edge is
projected onto the view position of the coded depth video using
3D-wraping [21], if the coded depth is positioned on
enhancement view. Otherwise, the detected texture edge is not
required to be projected onto the view position of the depth.
Third, if the depth edge is matched with the texture edge of the
same view position, it is claimed to be a true edge of the coded
depth. If there is a non-matched depth edge, it is claimed to be
a false edge. The false edges among the depth edges can be
assumed to be noises. The median filter for noise suppression is
therefore applied to the false edges.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present a coded depth image with QP
36 and a noise-suppressed depth image using the proposed
method, respectively. In Fig. 7 (b), it can be seen that the
ETRI Journal, Volume 36, Number 2, April 2014
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When a texture video is compressed using a DCT transform
and quantization methods, which most existing video codecs
employ, quantization error/noise exists from a quantization of
the DCT coefficients, causing blocking and ringing artifacts.
Since these artifacts are one of the main reasons for blurred and
fake edges in 3D video codec, they can severely affect the
quality of the synthesized view. Therefore, in this paper, a postprocessing method based on a TV approach to a MAP estimate
is proposed to reduce quantization noise.
A coded texture image can generally be described using the
following image formation model.
Tdec = Tpred + Tqresi ,
(1)
where Tdec is a coded texture image, Tpred is a predicted texture
image, and Tqresi is a quantized residual image. In 3D video
codec, Tpred is derived from inter-view and collocated depth.
In the general coding process, quantization noise N occurs,
which can be defined as follows:
N = Tqresi – Tresi .
(2)
Quantization noise N is a difference image, subtracting the
quantized residual image from the residual image, which is the
difference between the original texture image and the predicted
texture image. The quantized residual image Tqresi comes from
the process of mapping the value of the residual image onto the
representative value in the DCT transform domain.
By (1) and (2), the coded texture image can be described as
Tdec = Tpred + Tresi + N = Torg + N ,

(3)

where Torg is the original texture image, and is the sum of Tpred
and Tresi.
To apply a MAP estimate for the original texture image
when there is noise N in the coded texture image, a Bayesian
framework is employed and realized by
TˆorgMAP = arg max T P (Torg| Tdec )
= arg max T

P (Tdec| Torg ) P(Torg )

.

(4)

P (Tdec )
In the MAP estimate of the original texture image, P(·) is a
probability distribution. Taking the logarithms and recognizing
that the optimization is independent of P(Tdec), the problem can
be realized by

TˆorgMAP = arg min T {log P (Tdec | Torg ) + log P (Torg )} .

(5)

To solve the optimization problem, a prior for the original
image should be restricted in the form of a probability density
function; however, it is difficult to select an appropriate prior
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for an unknown image. Equation (5) shows that two
probability density functions need to be constructed.
The first term is the data fidelity model, which provides a
measure of the conformance of the estimated image Tˆorg for
the original texture image to the coded texture image Tdec
according to the image observation model described in (3). The
second term is determined by the probability density function
of the original texture image.
Therefore, it is defined that distribution P(Torg) describes the
prior model for the original texture image, and distribution
P(Tdec|Torg) indicates the data fidelity model of the coded
texture image with quantization noise.
A. Data Fidelity Model for Quantization Noise
Distribution P(Tdec|Torg) can be replaced by distribution
P(Tqresi–Tresi) = P(N), and thus the distribution of the
quantization noise is defined by
P( N ) =

⎧ 1
⎫
exp ⎨− N t K N−1 N ⎬ ,
2π⋅ | K N |
⎩ 2
⎭
1

(6)

as a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with auto-covariance
matrix KN.
For auto-covariance matrix KN, since quantization noise is an
error caused by the quantized DCT coefficients in the
frequency domain, it can be expressed by a quantized DCT
coefficient error. The quantized DCT coefficient can be
represented by
⎛ k (m, n) ⎞
kq (i ) (m, n) = Qi [k (m, n)] = QStep(i ) round ⎜
⎟⎟ ,
⎜Q
⎝ Step(i ) ⎠
where, k ( m, n ) =

(7)

∑ ∑ H ⋅ T ( x, y ) .
org

The pixel value of the original texture image Torg(x, y) is
transformed into DCT coefficient k(m,n) by DCT matrix H
before quantization. The DCT coefficient k(m,n) is divided by
the i-th scale factor QStep(i), and the operation round(·) maps the
scaled DCT coefficient k(m,n) to the nearest integer.
Therefore, the auto-covariance matrix KN of (6) can be
defined as
KN = H t ZN H ,

(8)

where the covariance matrix ZN = E [(k − kq)(k − kq)t | kq] and
the quantized DCT error variances are δ2. Applying to an
estimated DCT coefficient for k, the covariance matrix ZN can
be calculated with the variance of the quantization DCT
coefficient error [22]. In this paper, the uniform distribution is
assumed for the model of the quantized DCT coefficient error.
The variance of the quantized DCT coefficient error is defined
as
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for −

QStep(i )
2

2
QStep(
i)

12

(9)

,

< k (m, n) − kq (m, n) <

QStep(i )
2

.

B. Total Variation Approach for Image Prior
TV was developed to overcome image denoising and
restoration, particularly denoising images with piecewise
constant features while preserving the edges [23]. The TV
approach to MAP estimation uses the geometric property of the
texture image and avoids a subjective selection of a prior
distribution, P(Torg), for a MAP estimation.
For the texture image prior, the distribution P(Torg) is defined
as (10) for the considered TV function.
P (Torg ) =

1
exp ⎡⎣ − f (Torg ) ⎤⎦ ,
FTV

(10)

with FTV = ∫ exp[− f (Torg )]. Based on Rudin, Osher and
Fatemi’s model [24], the total variation of image T is defined as
f (T ) = ∫

Ω

2

2

⎛ ∂T ⎞ ⎛ ∂T ⎞
⎟ dxdy.
⎜
⎟ +⎜
⎝ ∂x ⎠ ⎝ ∂y ⎠

(11)

Finally, it can be said that solving the problem of (6) becomes
identical to finding the optimized solution of the energy
function described in
Emin (T ) = min{α (T ) + λ f (T )},

(12)

1 t −1
N K N N is defined in (6), and parameter λ is
2
a normalizing constant.

where α (T ) =

M −1 M −1
x =0 y =0

δ2 =

IV. Experiment Results
The proposed post-processing methods were implemented in
3D-ATM version 8.0, revision 3. For the experiments, the three
test sequences, Balloons, Kendo, and Newspaper with a
resolution of 1,024×768 provided in JCT-3V are used, and for
each test sequence, three views (left, center, and right views)
are encoded with the QP values specified in Table 3. For the
experiments, the common test condition described in JCT-3V
[19] is applied. For the proposed edge noise suppression of the
coded depth video, the size of the median filter is set to 3×3,
and for the proposed noise removal of the texture video, the
parameter λ = 0.03 is used for each test sequence.
To measure the performance of the proposed methods, the
quality of the synthesized views is used. A total of six
synthesized views are generated with three texture images and
three depth images, using the VSRS developed by JCT-3V.
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Table 3. Comparison of average PSNR: Anchor vs. Proposed.

Sequences

Kendo

Balloons

Newspaper

QP for texture
and depth coding
Texture

Depth

26

26

42.1723

42.1834

31

31

40.0082

40.0223

36

36

37.4259

37.4423

41

41

34.5161

34.5225

26

26

40.1052

40.0679

31

31

38.4284

38.4247

36

36

36.1003

36.1182

41

41

33.3811

33.4010

26

26

38.0475

38.0459

31

31

36.4464

36.4451

36

36

34.4328

34.4349

41

41

32.0619

32.0782

36.9272

36.9322

Total average PSNR

(a)

Average PSNR
for the synthesized views
Proposed
Anchor
(λ=0.03)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Example of effect of edge noise suppression filtering in
(a)-(c) Balloons sequence: (a) coded texture image with
QP 36, (b) synthesized image using coded depth, and (c)
synthesized image using noise removal depth.

For an objective comparison, the average PSNRs of the
synthesized views are computed with respect to the reference
synthesized views generated using the reference texture and
depth video. Table 3 shows the average PSNR comparisons
between the synthesized views without the proposed postprocessing methods, called “Anchor,” and the synthesized
views with the proposed post-processing methods, called
“Proposed.” The total average PSNR gain of Proposed is
0.005 dB compared with Anchor. In the Balloons and
Newspaper sequences, the PSNR of Proposed is shown to be
marginally lower than Anchor. In high QP 26 and 31, the
PSNR of the reference has better gain than proposed because
the proposed method removes the quantization noise of the
reference texture video and sharp edge simultaneously.
Therefore, the reference texture video of high QP is made
smoother by the proposed method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Visual comparisons of synthesized view in the “Kendo”
sequence: (a) reference synthesized view (entire frame),
(b) rectangle area of reference synthesized view, (c)
synthesized view using texture and depth coded with QP
36, and (d) synthesized view applying proposed method
for noise removal.

In addition to the improvement of the average PSNR of the
synthesized views with the proposed post-processing methods,
it can be seen that the subject visual quality of the synthesized
views using the proposed methods is noticeably improved.
Figure 8 demonstrates the effect of the synthesized views
using the proposed noise suppression filtering process for the
coded depth video. Figure 8(a) is the Balloons coded texture
image and Fig 8(b) is the synthesized view image generated by
the texture and depth videos coded with QP 36. Although no
artifacts appear in the coded texture of Fig 8(a), it can be seen
that there is an artifact on the edge boundary of the synthesized
view image. The edge noise of the coded depth is represented
in Fig 7. Therefore, the artifacts result from the edge noise of
the coded depth. As a result of edge noise suppression filtering,
the synthesized image is shown in Fig 8(c). The artifacts on the
boundary of the Balloon are noticeably reduced owing to the
proposed edge noise suppression filtering process. Figure 8
presents an effect of the synthesized views using the proposed
noise suppression filtering process for the coded depth video.
Figure 8(a) is the Balloons coded texture image and Fig 8(b) is
the synthesized view image generated by the texture and depth
videos coded with QP 36. Although no artifacts appear in the
coded texture of Fig 8(a), it can be seen that there is an artifact
on the edge boundary of the synthesized view image. The edge
noise of the coded depth is presented in Fig 7. Therefore, the
artifacts result from the edge noise of the coded depth. As a
result of edge noise suppression filtering, the synthesized
image is shown in Fig 8(c). The artifacts on the boundary of the
Balloon are noticeably reduced owing to the proposed edge
noise suppression filtering process.
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(a)

(b)

when this edge is projected onto the current view position. The
proposed method for noise removal of the coded texture video
is based on the TV approach to a MAP estimate. The proposed
method can effectively reduce the quantization noise of the
coded texture video. According to the experiment results, the
proposed methods noticeably improve the visual quality as
well as the PSNR of the synthesized view compared to the
synthesized view without the proposed post-processing
methods.
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 10. Visual comparisons of synthesized view in “Balloons”
sequence: (a) reference synthesized view (entire frame),
(b) rectangle area of reference synthesized view, (c)
synthesized view using texture and depth coded with
QP 41, and (d) synthesized view applying proposed
method for noise removal.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper, two post-processing methods were proposed to
improve the quality of the synthesized view generated by the
coded texture and depth videos: an edge noise suppression
filtering process for the coded depth video and a method for
noise removal of the coded texture video. In the proposed edge
noise suppression filtering process, the edge of the coded
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